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Abstract

The rise of pan-resistant bacteria is creating an urgent need for structurally novel
antibiotics. AI methods can discover new antibiotics, but existing methods have
significant limitations. Property prediction models, which evaluate molecules
one-by-one for a given property, scale poorly to large chemical spaces. Gen-
erative models, which directly design molecules, rapidly explore vast chemical
spaces but generate molecules that are challenging to synthesize. Here, we intro-
duce SyntheMol, a generative model that designs easily synthesizable compounds
from a chemical space of 30 billion molecules. We apply SyntheMol to design
molecules that inhibit the growth of Acinetobacter baumannii, a burdensome bacte-
rial pathogen. We synthesize 58 generated molecules and experimentally validate
them, with six structurally novel molecules demonstrating potent activity against A.
baumannii and several other phylogenetically diverse bacterial pathogens.

1 Introduction

The global dissemination of antibiotic resistance determinants is one of the most significant challenges
of modern medicine. In 2019, an estimated 4.95 million deaths were associated with drug-resistant
infections [15], and this number is projected to grow to 10 million per year by 2050. Six bacterial
species known as the ESKAPE pathogens are especially virulent and drug-resistant [18]. One of
them, the Gram-negative bacterium Acinetobacter baumannii, is particularly burdensome in clinical
settings and is a critical priority according to the World Health Organization [22]. Structurally and
functionally novel antibiotics are urgently needed to address this problematic pathogen [11].

Artificial intelligence (AI) methods have shown that they can rapidly and accurately identify promising
drug candidates, including antibiotics [21, 5]. For example, property prediction AI models can
evaluate chemical libraries to identify compounds with desirable properties [8]. An important
limitation is that these models evaluate molecules one-by-one, which is time consuming for large
chemical spaces. In contrast, generative models build molecules from scratch, assembling molecular
fragments into larger molecules with the desired property [2]. Generative models thus directly design
promising molecules without a slow evaluation of many compounds.

However, a major limitation of generative models is that the generated compounds are often syntheti-
cally intractable [6], thereby preventing experimental validation. Although some generative methods
that incorporate synthesizability have been proposed with promising in silico results [3, 4, 9, 7, 17],
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Figure 1: An overview of SyntheMol, our generative AI method for designing novel antibiotics.

very few studies synthesized and experimentally tested any generated molecules [2], even though
such experiments are necessary to validate the generative method. Moreover, none of these methods
have been applied to antibiotic development, which urgently requires state-of-the-art approaches.

In this study, we developed SyntheMol, a generative AI model that uses a Monte Carlo tree search to
assemble novel compounds using ∼132,000 molecular building blocks with known reactivities and 13
well-validated chemical synthesis reactions (Figure 1). The resulting chemical space contains nearly
30 billion molecules that are easy to synthesize, with synthesis success rates of over 80% within 3 to
4 weeks. We trained SyntheMol to design molecules with antibiotic activity against A. baumannii,
and we synthesized and experimentally validated 58 generated molecules, with six showing potent
activity against A. baumannii and several other phylogenetically diverse bacterial pathogens.

2 Property Prediction Models

To establish a training dataset, we physically screened 13,524 molecules and measured growth
inhibition of A. baumannii ATCC 17978 when treated with each chemical, resulting in 470 active
compounds and 13,054 inactive compounds. Using this dataset, we built three models for predicting
antibacterial activity against A. baumannii. Chemprop is a directed message passing neural network
(MPNN) for molecular property prediction [25]. Chemprop-RDKit is a variant of Chemprop that
concatenates the MPNN embedding with a set of 200 molecular features computed by RDKit prior to
the feed-forward layers. Random Forest is a random forest classifier that uses the 200 RDKit features
as input to 100 decision trees. We trained each model type on our training dataset using 10-fold
cross-validation with splits containing 80% train, 10% validation, and 10% test data. All three model
types trained in less than 90 minutes on 16 CPU cores and performed similarly, with ROC-AUCs in
the range 0.80–0.84 and PRC-AUCs in the range 0.35–0.40. During molecule generation, we treated
the models from the 10 cross-validation folds as an ensemble of 10 models.

3 SyntheMol

We designed SyntheMol, a generative model that builds easily synthesizable molecules from a
combinatorial chemical space, which consists of readily purchasable molecular building blocks along
with well-validated chemical reactions that combine two or three building blocks.
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Figure 2: cLogP for random REAL molecules
and molecules generated by SyntheMol with
a Chemprop predictor for cLogP trained for 1
or 30 epochs. The target is cLogP > 6.5.

Figure 3: Chemprop antibacterial prediction
scores on the generated or selected (filtered)
compounds and on random REAL molecules.

Combinatorial Chemical Space. The combinatorial chemical space we use is the Enamine REadily
AccessibLe (REAL) Space [10]. The REAL Space consists of 31 billion single-reaction molecules
produced by applying 169 chemical reactions to 138,085 molecular building blocks (132,479 unique
molecules). For simplicity, we restricted SyntheMol to use 13 of the most common REAL reactions,
which account for 29.6 billion molecules (93.9% of REAL Space).

SyntheMol MCTS Algorithm. SyntheMol uses a Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [20] guided by
a property prediction model to search through a vast combinatorial chemical space for molecules
with promising molecular properties (Figure S1). SyntheMol works by repeatedly performing MCTS
rollouts, during which it constructs a molecule using the 132,479 building blocks and 13 chemical
reactions and then evaluates the constructed molecule using a molecular property prediction model.
Nodes in the search tree represent one or more building blocks or full molecules. Each step of
MCTS involves scoring each potential next node N according to S(N) = Q(N)+P (N)·U(N)

D(N) where
Q(N) is the exploit score that prioritizes nodes leading to high scoring molecules, P (N) is the
average property prediction score of molecules in the node, U(N) is the explore score that prioritizes
unexplored nodes, and D(N) is the diversity penalty that encourages use of different building blocks
(see Appendix B). During the rollouts, SyntheMol updates these scores as it learns which building
blocks and chemical reactions produce molecules with high property prediction scores.

4 Generation Results

Prior to running SyntheMol for antibiotic discovery, we evaluated it in silico using cLogP, the
computed octanol-water partition coefficient [24].

Generating cLogP Molecules. To create a cLogP training set, we computed cLogP values for the
13,524 molecules in our antibiotics training set and binarized them with cLogP > 6.5 as “active,”
resulting in 495 (3.7%) active molecules. We trained a cLogP Chemprop model (ROC-AUC = 0.97,
PRC-AUC = 0.74) and ran SyntheMol with this model for 20,000 rollouts (∼9 hours). Among the
25,550 generated molecules, 61.42% were active, representing a 1,396x increase in hit rate compared
to 0.044% active molecules in a random sample of 25,000 molecules from REAL Space (Figure
2). Even when using a weaker cLogP model trained for one epoch instead of 30 to better match
the antibiotic model’s performance (PRC-AUC = 0.20 cLogP vs 0.35 antibiotic), 11.78% of the
generated molecules were active, representing a 268x increase in hit rate. These results demonstrate
that SyntheMol can rapidly and effectively search a huge combinatorial space for active molecules.

Generating Antibiotics. We next applied SyntheMol to discover potential antibiotic candidates
against A. baumannii by using our three antibiotic property predictors. Since the results were similar
for all three models, we present the results for SyntheMol with Chemprop. Over the course of 20,000
rollouts (∼8.5 hours), SyntheMol with Chemprop evaluated 452 million intermediate nodes containing
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Figure 4: (a) A heat map summarizing the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of the 58
synthesized molecules generated by SyntheMol against A. baumannii ATCC 17978 with or without a
permeabilzation agent. Bold numbers indicate molecules with high activity (MIC ≤ 8µg/mL). (b)
Six molecules with high activity were additionally tested against a panel of ESKAPE species.

diverse combinations of molecular building blocks and generated 24,335 complete molecules. The
generated molecules had significantly higher Chemprop antibacterial property prediction scores than
a random sample of REAL molecules, with 2,868 (12%) of the 24,335 generated molecules scoring
≥ 0.5 compared to 1 (0.004%) of 25,000 random REAL molecules (Figure 3). Notably, the generated
molecules included a diverse set of 10,846 building blocks and all 13 reactions.

Filtering Antibiotics. Since we aimed to select a diverse set of structurally novel molecules with
high property prediction scores for experimental validation, we developed a set of three filters. First,
to ensure structural novelty of the generated molecules, we computed the Tversky similarity [23]
between Morgan fingerprints [19] of each generated molecule and all of the 470 active training
set molecules as well as 1,005 antibacterial molecules in the ChEMBL database [13] and removed
molecules with a Tversky similarity > 0.5. Second, to obtain effective molecules, we kept only the
molecules with the top 20% of prediction scores. Third, to select structurally diverse molecules, we
applied k-means clustering [1] using Tanimoto distance [12] between the Morgan fingerprints of the
remaining molecules to obtain 50 clusters of molecules. We selected the highest scoring molecule in
each cluster for a total of 50 molecules. Applying this filtering to the generated set from each of the
three property prediction models resulted in 150 molecules for experimental validation.

5 In Vitro Validation of Generated Molecules

We next aimed to synthesize the generated compounds and validate their bioactivity. Among the 150
compounds, 70 were available from Enamine. Of those, 58 (83%) were synthesized in 4 weeks with
26 molecules from Chemprop, 22 from Chemprop-RDKit, and 10 from random forest.

A. Baumannii Validation. We validate those 58 synthesized molecules by performing growth
inhibition assays against A. baumannii ATCC 17978, the same strain used for training set curation.
Because A. baumannii is a Gram-negative species with challenging permeability characteristics due
to its highly impermeable outer membrane [16], we added low concentrations of the permeabilization
agents SPR 741 [26] or colistin [14]. Results reveal exceptional antibacterial activity of six molecules,
as defined by a minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) ≤ 8 µg/mL, when combined with 1

4 MIC
SPR 741 or 1

4 MIC colistin (Figure 4a). This represents a remarkable 10% hit rate. As a control, we
tested 58 randomly selected molecules from the Enamine REAL Space. None of these compounds
displayed antibacterial activity against A. baumannii ATCC 17978, either alone or when combined
with SPR 741, as defined by our threshold of an MIC ≤ 8 µg/mL.

Broad-Spectrum Validation. To assess broad-spectrum activity, we tested these six compounds
against the Gram-negative species Escherichia coli BW25113, Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1,
Klebsiella pneumoniae ATCC 43816, A. baumannii ATCC 19606R (a lipopolysaccharide-deficient
polymyxin-resistant mutant), and the Gram-positive species Staphylococcus aureus USA 300. Re-
markably, when used with an appropriate permeabilization agent (if needed), all six compounds
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displayed broad-spectrum antibacterial activity against all species except P. aeruginosa, which is
likely due to the impermeability commonly displayed by the cell envelope of this species (Figure 4b).

6 Conclusion

We developed SyntheMol, a novel generative AI model for small molecule drug design that uses
molecular property prediction models in conjunction with MCTS to explore a vast combinatorial
chemical space for promising molecules. We applied SyntheMol to design antibacterial compounds
against A. baumannii, and we synthesized and experimentally tested 58 structurally novel and diverse
generated compounds. Remarkably, six molecules had activity against A. baumannii and other
phylogenetically diverse ESKAPE species. This work demonstrates the utility of generative AI to
design structurally novel, synthetically tractable, and effective small molecule antibiotic candidates.
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Figure S1: SyntheMol uses a Monte Carlo tree search to generate molecules with desired molecular
properties by combining building blocks with chemical reactions.

Appendix

A Code and Data

Code and data are available in this Google Drive folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/15UBuo9O6UjPuN9e1Qi7oX9vzG6cXA_cv

B SyntheMol Monte Carlo Tree Search

Below, we describe the SyntheMol Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm in detail. Table 1
summarizes the notation used below and Figure S1 illustrates the algorithm.

Let C be the set of all molecules. We assume that we have a set of molecular building blocks B ⊂ C,
which are molecules that are small and easy to purchase from commercial vendors. We also have a set
of chemical reactions R where each chemical reaction r ∈ R combines two or more molecules into a
single molecule (ignoring byproducts and catalysts). We then build a property predictor M : C → R,
which is a function, such as a neural network, that predicts a property of a molecule. In our case,
B is a set of 132,479 REAL molecular building blocks, R is a set of 13 REAL chemical reactions,
and M is either a Chemprop, Chemprop-RDKit, or random forest model that is trained to predict A.
baumannii growth inhibition, with prediction values in the range [0, 1].

We define a synthesis tree T that represents every possible synthetic route that creates a molecule
using molecular building blocks from B and chemical reactions from R. The tree consists of a set
of nodes N ∈ T , each of which represents a discrete step in the synthetic route. Specifically, each
node N contains a set of one or more molecules Nmols ⊂ C, which are either building blocks from
B or molecules that can be produced from building blocks in B and reactions in R. All molecules
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Name Notation Type Description
Chemical space C Set of molecules The set of all molecules.

Building blocks B B ⊂ C
A set of building block molecules, which are molecules that
are small and easy to purchase.

Chemical reactions R
Set of chemical
reactions

A set of chemical reactions that combine two or more molecules
in C into a single molecule in C (ignoring byproducts and
catalysts).

Property predictor M M : C → R A function, such as a neural network, that predicts a property
of a molecule.

Synthesis tree T Set of nodes
A synthesis tree that represents every possible synthetic route
that creates a molecule using molecular building blocks from
B and chemical reactions from R.

Node N N ∈ T A node in the synthesis tree.

Node molecules Nmols Nmols ⊂ C
The molecules represented by node N , which are either build-
ing block molecules from B or molecules produced by combin-
ing building blocks from B with chemical reactions from R.

Node children Nchildren Nchildren ⊂ T

The child nodes of node N , which consist of all nodes that
contain Nmols along with one more building block molecule
from B or contain the product of applying a reaction r ∈ R to
Nmols.

Node siblings Nsiblings Nsiblings ⊂ T
The sibling nodes of node N , which are all nodes created at the
same time as N by the parent node of N .

Node visits Nvisit Nvisit ∈ N The number of times node N has been visited (i.e., selected
during a rollout).

Node value Nvalue Nvalue ∈ R
The value of the node, which is the sum of the property predic-
tion scores of all final molecules produced by a synthetic route
that passes through node N .

Node diversity Ndiversity Ndiversity ∈ N
The building block diversity of the node, which is the maximum
number of times that any of the building blocks used in any of
the molecules in Nmols has been used in non-building block
molecules generated so far.

# rollouts nrollout nrollout ∈ N The number of rollouts to run the SyntheMol MCTS algorithm.
# reactions nreaction nreaction ∈ N The maximum number of reactions allowed during a rollout.

Table 1: Notation used to describe the SyntheMol algorithm.

Nmols in a given node N must be able to participate together in at least one reaction in R (although
additional reactants may be needed).

Additionally, each node in the tree has a set of child nodes, Nchildren ⊂ T , which can come from
two sources. First, for each reaction r ∈ R where the node’s molecules Nmols match all the reactants
in r, we apply r to Nmols and add a child node to Nchildren for each unique product molecule of the
reaction. Note that there may be multiple ways to run a reaction for a given set of reactant molecules
resulting in multiple possible products and, thus, multiple child nodes. The second source of child
nodes comes from creating nodes that contain all of the molecules in Nmols along with one molecular
building block from B that is compatible with all of the molecules in Nmols in at least one reaction
in R. Note that for the root node, which has no molecules, the child set is all nodes that have exactly
one molecular building block in B.

In order to generate molecules, SyntheMol employs an MCTS algorithm that searches through the
chemical tree T to find nodes N that contain molecules that are predicted to have high molecular
property scores according to the property predictor M . Specifically, SyntheMol runs nrollout rollouts
through the chemical tree T , where each rollout begins at the root node, which is an empty node, and
proceeds to search through the tree as outlined below.

At each node, SyntheMol selects a child node by scoring all of the child nodes of the current node
using a scoring function S(N) (defined below), and it then selects the node with the highest score.
This scoring and selection is then repeated for this child node, and the process continues until a node
is found that contains a single molecule m ∈ C produced with nreaction chemical reactions. Every
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node N that is selected (“visited”) during this rollout increments its visit count Nvisit by one and
increments its value Nvalue by M(m), which is the model score of the final molecule of the rollout.

The node score is S(N) = Q(N)+P (N)·U(N)
D(N) , which balances exploitation with Q(N), molecular

property prediction with P (N), exploration with U(N), and building block diversity with D(N).

The exploitation factor is Q(N) = Nvalue

Nvisit
where Nvalue is the sum of property prediction scores of

all final molecules discovered on rollouts that visit node N , and Nvisit is the number of times node
N has been visited. This factor encourages SyntheMol to follow routes through the chemical tree T
that lead to high scoring final molecules.

The property prediction factor is P (N) = 1
|Nmols|

∑|Nmols|
i=1 M(N i

mols) where M is the property
prediction model and N i

mols is the ith molecule in node N . This factor represents the average property
prediction score of the molecules in the node and encourages selection of nodes with high-scoring
molecules that could potentially form a single high-scoring molecule when combined by a chemical
reaction.

The exploration factor is U(N) = c ·
√

1+Nvisit+
∑

N′∈Nsiblings
N ′

visit

1+Nvisit
where c = 10 is a hyperparam-

eter controlling the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, Nsiblings is the set of sibling nodes of N (i.e.,
all nodes created at the same time as N by the same parent node), and Nvisit is the visit count of the
node. This factor encourages SyntheMol to select child nodes that have not been visited frequently
compared to their sibling nodes.

The building block diversity factor is D(N) = e
Ndiversity−1

100 where Ndiversity is the maximum
number of times that any of the building blocks used in any of the molecules in Nmols has been
used in molecules across all of the nodes searched so far. This factor penalizes SyntheMol for
selecting nodes with molecules containing building blocks that have already been used many times in
previously visited nodes.

After nrollout rollouts (we use nrollout = 20, 000), SyntheMol stops and returns a list of all the
nodes it encountered during the search. This list is then filtered to only keep nodes that contain a
single molecule that was produced using at least one chemical reaction (i.e., excluding the building
blocks themselves). In order to ensure rapid, inexpensive, and easy synthesis, we use nreaction = 1
to generate single-reaction molecules, which is equivalent to searching the REAL Space since it
only contains single-reaction molecules. However, SyntheMol can be directly applied to generate
molecules that require multiple chemical reactions. Even allowing just 2–3 chemical reactions per
molecule would result in a chemical space of 1020 to 1030 molecules, illustrating the potential of
SyntheMol to explore truly huge combinatorial chemical spaces.
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